VICEROY'S STATEMENT & AFTER	[ new delhi
relationship between these two constituent parts of: Greater India may; be adjusted,
should be fully examined. He has farther expressed the opinion :that if the
Commission's report and the proposal subsequently to be framed by the Government
take this wider range, it would appoar necessary for the Government to revise the
scheme of procedure as at present proposed, Ho suggested that what might be
required after the reports of the Statutory Commission and the Indian Central
Committee have been made, considered and published but before the stage is reached
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agreement for the final proposals which it would later be the duty of His
Majesty's Government to submit to Parliament. The procedure by the Joint
Parliamentary Committee conferring with delegations from the Indian Legislature
and other bodies which was previously contemplated and is referred to in Sir John
Simon's letter to myself of the 6th February, 1928, would still be appropriate for
examination of the Bill when it is subsequently placed before Parliament, but
would, in the opinion of the Commission, obviously have to be preceded by some
such conference as they have suggested.
"With these views I understand that His Majesty's Government are in complete
accord, for, while they will greatly desire when the time comes, to be able^ to deal
with the question of British Indian political development under conditions most
favourable to its successful treatment, they are, with the Commission, deeply sensible
of the importance of bringing under a comprehensive review the whole problem
of the relations of British India and the Indian States. Indeed, an adjustment of
these interests in their view is essential for the complete fulfilment of what they
consider to be the underlying purpose of British policy, whatever may be the
method for its furtherance which Parliament may decide to adopt.
'The goal of British policy -was   stated  in the declaration of August 1917, to be
that of providing for the   gradual development of   self-governing institutions^ with a
view to the progressive realisation of responsible Government in India as an integral
part   of the   British Empire. "As   I recently  pointed  out   my   own instrument of
instructions from the  King Emperor   expressly   state that   it is His Majesty's  will
and pleasure that the   plans .laid   by Parliament   in   1919 should be the means   by
whkh British India may attain its due  place  among his Dominions.   The Ministers
of the Crown, moreover, have more than once publicly declared   that it is the desire
-of the British  Government   that India   should in the fulness of time, take her place
in the Empire in equal partnership with   the Dominions.   But in view of the doubts
which have been   expressed   both   in   Great   Britain and India regarding the inter-
pretation to -be placed on the   intentions of .the British Government in enacting the
Status of 19 19, I am authorised on behalf of   His Majesty's   Government   to   state
clearly  that   in   their   judgment   it is implicit   in the Declaration of 1917 that the
natural   issue  of   Indian   constitutional   progress,  as   therein contemplated   is the
attainment of Dominion Status.
_
,, .therefore^   the Commission   and   the" Indian   Central   Committee have
?T   ie?orts>  aa<*   tiiese  have been published   and when -His Majesty's
lt  have  been   able?   in -consultation   with   the Government of India, to
'tteEB ia the hght of all   the   materials   then   available,   they   will
J^rBsmfeatives of  different parties -and  interests  in British India
of., the  Indian §tates   to meet them, separately or together as
(feB??& vfal   tlie fwuposeiof a   conference   and   discussion in
Bntmk  Indian 'aad the   All-Indian problems. It will be their
xt may subsequently  prove   possible on these
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"la the full realisation of- this policy, it is evidently important that the Indian
States should be afforded an opportunity of finding their place, and even if we
eaixnot at present exactly forsee on what times this development may be shaped*
it is from every point of view desirable that whatever can be done should be done
-to ensure that action taken now" is .not inconsistent with the attainment of the
ultimate -purpose which those whether in British India or the States, who look
to some unity of all India, have in view. His Majesty's Government
that both" these objects, namely that of- finding the best" approach to the
Indian side" of the problem, and secondly, of ensuring that in this process
: question of closer relations in the future between the two parts of Greater
not overlooked, can best be achieved by the adoption of procedure such
has outlined

